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ABSTRACT

of fishways. Until recently
has been done On fish passage

The rates of passage of chinook (Oncorhynchw
tshawytscho) and sockeye (0. nerka) salmon and steel
head trout (Salmo gairdneri) were studied in 1:16- and
1:8-slope, pool-and-overfall fishways. In aeneral, the
passaae of salmonids throuah the 1:8-slope fishway
with a 1.0-foot rise between pools was as fast as, or
faster than, in the 1:16-slope fishway with a 1.0-foot

The effect of fishway slope 1 on the passage of
fish is an important factor.in fishway design.
Of equal importance is the potential saving. in
construction costs which will accrue if it can be
demonstrated that fishways with steeper slopes

. pass fish equally as well as the presently accepted
standard designs.

Years of water resource development on the Col
umbia River for irrigation, power, arid flood con
trol have produced a multitude of proble~s

relating to the passage of anadromous fishes.
Fish passage requirements and criteria con

stitute a continuing problem in fishway con
struction. Varying physical and biological
conditions' require constant research to meet
the demands in each specific instance. Intensive
efforts to provide an' economical solution to our
fish passage problems at dams bring into .focus
the need for basic information on th~ reaction of
upstream migrant salmon to various physical

NOTB.-APproved for publication February 5, 1962.
I Fishway slope is defined as the ratio of the rise or vertical distance to the

run or horizontal distance. .
2 This project was financed by the U.S: Army Corps of Engineers as part

of a broad program of flsherlea-engine.ering research for the purpose of pro
viding design criteria for more economical and more elliclent fish-passage
facilities at Corps projects on the Columbia River.
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rise. When' the rise between pools was increased to
.1.5 feet in the 1:8-slope fishway, chinook and sockeye
'were slower. The "Dalles-type" weir crests in a 1:16
slope fishway appea~d to accelerate 'chinook passaae.
Chinook and sockeye displayed seasonal differences in
times within the species.

characteristics
little research
requirements.

Slopes of 1:20,1:16, and 1:10 are found in existing
fishways 01). the Columbia River. The 1:16 slope
has come to be the accepted standard for the larger
fishways. If a steeper slope shows equal fish
passing ability, fishway construction costs can
be reduced. Scientists at the fisheries-engineer
ing research project, located at Bonneville Dam

. on the Columbia River, are studying the reaction.
of migrating salmon to different fishway slopes
and other factors that may influence the passage
of salmon at dams.2

This paper presents a continuation of research,
reported by Gauley (1960) on the effect of fishway
slope and other factors on the rate of passage of
salmonids. The results of this research provide
.basic information for the solution of fishway
problems. .

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
LABORATORY

The research facilities are adjacent to the
Washington shore fishways (figs. 1 and 2). Col
lins and Elling (1960) present a detailed descrip-
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FIGURE I-Research facilities at Bonneville Dam. The north end of the main dam is shown in the background
and part of the Washington shore fishway in the foreground.

tion of the laboratory. In brief, the key features
for operation of the facility are (1) the procmement
of fisb and (2) the introduction and control of
water.

A removable picketed lead blocks a small por
tion of the Washington shore fisbway, thus divert
ing fish into a short entrance fishway leading to a
collecting pool in the laboratory. Test fish leave
the laboratory tbrough a short exit fishway which
returns them to the main fishway.

The water is supplied by two SOUl"ces a,nd con
trolled by a system of pipes and valves. Most of
the water is supplied from the forebay through a
large conduit to the flow introduction pool in the
laboratory. The maximum flow is abou t 200 cubic
feet pel' second (c.f.s.). Watcr from the main
fishway (about 20 c.f.s.) supplies the exit fishway.
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A series of valves control the inflow of water, and
drain valvcs control the outflow so that hydraulic
conditions in the test and control fishway can be
accUl"ately con trolled.

FISHWAYS

Fisb passage was studied in two pool-and
overfall fishways without submerged orifices.
The total gain in elevation was the same for both
fish-ways, although physical characteristics of each
could be altered independently.

Slopes

The experimental fishways were constructed of
prcl'abricated frames and heavy plywood panels.
By crecting a ccnter wall, the test area was divided
into two passageways 11.5 feet wide. The slopes
in both passageways could be made identical, or
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FIGURE 2-General.plan of the laboratory, bypass, and associated experimental components. Weir designations
indicate elevation in feet above mean sea level.

one could be altered independently without dis
turbing the other by installing the fishway floors in
previously ('.onstructed sections to give the desired
slope (figs. 3 and 4).

.The fishway weirs which were transferable were
constructed with concretebases to reduce buoyancy.
By the addition or removal of weirs, rise between
pools could be changed. Such changes were made
only in the test fishway.

The course of studies utilized two fishway
slopes-l :16 (control) and 1:8 (test.). The con
trol fishway ;remained unchanged throughout t,he

TABLE 1.-Dimenllion8 oj ji8hwaY8 used in the 810pe 8tudie8'
during 1957 .

Fishway Num- Pool Pool Mean IRise be- Eleva-
. type Slope ber of Il!llgth width pool tween tlon

pools depth pools gained
-- -----------------

Feet Fte! Feet Feet Ftt!
L._____________

1:16 6 16.0 11.5 6.30 1.0 61 B ,___________
1:16 6 16.0 4.0 6.30 1.0 62.._____________
1:8 6 8.0 11.5 6.30 1.0 63.______________ 1:8 4 12.0 11.5 6.05 1.5 6

., The Dalles-type weir crest (fig. 12) used in this fishway.

FISHWAY' SLOPES
669937 0--63---4

season except during a brief period of ~tered

fishway width and weir crests. During the ~eason
I.O-foot and I.5-foot rises between pools were
tested in the 1 :8-slope fishway.

Table' 1 and figure 5 give the dimensions of
fishways used during the 1957 experiments. Here
after, in the interest of brevity, fishway type
numbers will be used to jdentify the various
fishway dimensions and slopes.

Lighting

Controlled light conditions were provided by a
bat.t.ery of I,OOO-wat.t. mercury-vapor lamps (fig. 6)
which could be adj lIsted vertically above the wa~er

.surface, so that identical light intensities prevailed
in both fishways. The lamps were 'suspended
vertically 6 feet above the water surface where
they produced an average incident light intensity
of 700 foot-candles. The range was 300 to 1,000
foot-candles. Light measurements directly be

.neath the reflectors we,re highest, whereas the
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FIGURE 3-Installation of floor frames for the l:8-slope fishway. A section of floor is in place at the lower end of
the fishway.

lower readings were recorded along the walls.
These light conditions were comparable to lighting
in the main Bonneville fishway during a bright
cloudy day.

Hydraulic Conditions

Waterflow through the test area was maintained
by regulating the flow of water into the flow
introduction pool. Keeping a constant head on
the uppermost weir crest permitted maintenance
of the water flowing over the fishway weirs at a
head of 0.8 foot measured 4 feet upstream from
the weir crest. This was the maximum depth at
which the desired plunging flow over the weir
crests .could be stabilized. More water caused
a streaming flow in the fishways, which had been
demonstrated to temporarily interrupt fish passage
(Elling and Raymond, 1959).
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METHODS

Release and timing of fish

To evaluate properly the effects of fishway
slope on salmonids, the performance of each
species both as an individual and in groups, as
well as the composite performance of all species
must be considered. With this in mind we
employed the following three types of releases:
(1) an individual fish ascending the fishway alone,
(2) groups in which 21 fish of the same species
were timed as a group, and (3) mass releases
represepting .all species available.

Individuals

Fish were released into both fishways through
the picketed divider at the upstream end of the
collection pool. Figure 7 is a side view looking
down on the release compartment. The collection

fISH .AND WILDLIFE SERVICE



FIGURE 4-The l:8-slope fishway floor.

TYPE Ir; ------,-, -- 96' - - - - - - - 1-' - - -I' , , "

. L-L-l--J_I~.J

Weir number I~~=;;,;;==~:-----=-=---=-=----=--
or elevation 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

I: 16 Slope with 1.0' rise between pools

TYPE 2

54 55 56 57 58, 59 60

I: 8 Slope with 1.0' rise between pools

TYPE 3

f
54 55.5 57 58.5 60

I' 8 Slope with 1.5' rise between pools

FIGURE 5.-Diagrammatic drawing showing weir place
ment for the two fishway slopeR.

FISHWAY SLOPES

Wall brackets mark the locations for weirs.

pool is visible at the left margin behind the
divider.

The operator at the left has raised the entrance
gate to the release compartment to admit a fish
from the collection pool, while the operator on the
right is preparing to raise the exit gate to the
introductory area leading to the test fishway .
The second exit gate leads to the control fishway.
As each fishway was vacated, another fish was
released into the vacant fishway.

During the brief passage through the release
compartment each fish was identified by species,
and its length was estimated.

The time spent in each pool (pool time) and the
total time required to ascend the fishway were
kept on separate stop watches. Pool times were
obtained by an observer starting one watch and
stopping a second one simultaneously as the fish
crossed each weir. A second observer timed
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FIGURE 6.-Identical type-l fishways with 1,OOO-watt mercury-vapor lights in place. Each light was 6 feet from the
water surface.

the fish as it entered and left the fishway, thus
obtaining total time spent in the fishway, which
could be checked against the sum of the pool times.
This method for timing individuals was used by
Gauley (1960) for fishway slope experiments at
Bonneville.
Gro.ups

Rapid releases of individuals of the same species
were made until 21-fish groups were introduced
into each fishway.. The releasing procedure was
similar to that used for individual releases. Fish
were released alternately into the test and control
fishway until a total of 21 fish had been introduced
into each fishway. Lengths were again noted for
all fish that entered.

Passage time for group releases was recorded by
a 20-pen recorder (fig. 8). The electrically oper
ated recorder was used to tally on a chart all fish
entering and leaving each fishway. When con-
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tact buttons were pressed at the counting station,
a mark was made on the chart. A button at each
counting station activated a different pen on the
chart. Passage time of the fish was then deter
mined from recorded chart times.

Two observers were stationed at the downstream
and upstream ends of each fishway. At the lower
end (weir 54) one counter tallied sucQessful pas
sages, while the second counter tallied fish that
dropped back out of the test area.

Mass Releases

For these tests, fish were admitted to the intro
ductory pool by raising a section of the picketed
divider below each fishway. Thus a number
could enter the control and test fishways simul
taneously.

To control the number of fish entering, two
sizes of release gates were used: A lO-inch wide..

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE



FIGURE 7.-The release compartment. The two exit gates are below the lamp reflector.

opening when fish were in ample supply and a
5-foot opening when fish were less plentiful.

The mass release timing procedure was essen
tially the same as that used for group releases.
Because mass releases were composed of mixed
species, it was necessary to identify each fish as it
left the fishway at weir 60.

ANALYSIS OF PASSAGE TIMES

Passage time was used as a measure of perform
ance of salmonids in the different fishways tested.
The statistic employed and method of analysis
varied among individuals, groups, and mass re
leases, depending on the adaptability of the data
to statistical treatment.

Individuals

Median passage times of individuals were com
pared, and differences between fishways were
determined by using 95 percent confidence in-

FISHWAY SLOPES

tervals for the median (Dixon and Massey, 1951).
Median passage times with the upper and lower
limits are shown in table 2. The median was used
in preference to the mean because of the high
variance which generally occurred within the
passage times in each fishway.

Groups

Both the median elapsed and the mean times
were used to evaluate group (21 fish) passage times.

The median elapsed time is defined as the time
differences between the median fish entering the
fishway and the median fish existing at weir 60.
This was determined simply by subtracting the
time of the median fish over weir 54 from the time
of the median fish over weir 60.

The application of median elapsed time to group
releases occasionally appeared to be of limited
value as a measure of passage time, because of
aberrant values resulting when entry times into
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FIGURE 8.-The 20-pen operation recorder used to record
passage times during group and mass releases. Six pens
are in operation.

the release compartment were prolonged. This
situation occurred only when fish were scarce or
were reluctant to enter and pass through the

release compartment. Consequently, the analysis
of median elapsed time of group releases was
limited to releases in which the introductory time
was less than 1 hour.

The mean passage time is the difference between
the mean time of the group over weir 54 and the
mean time of the group over weir 60. In some
instances it was necessary to assign an arbitrary
exit time for individuals that did not cross weir 60.

If a fish had not passed weir 60 one hour after
the last fish had gone over weir 54, one more hour
was added and the resulting exit time was used
in the determination of the mean exit time for all
fish. Differences between passage times in the two
fishways were tested by a t test on the means or
medians at the 95 percent level.

Mass Releases

Mass releases were evaluated by comparing
median elapsed times only. Again t tests were
applied to determine if differences existed between
the passage times of the test and control fishways.
Here, t tests were applied to means of the median
elapsed times.

The analysis of passage time for each mass
release was accepted as being applicable to the
dominant species of salmon. As pointed out
earlier, however, mass releases included all species
available so that the presence of minority species
may have influenced the passage times during

TABLE 2.-Median passage times with lower and upper limits of the 95 percent confidence intervals for chinook, sockeye, and
steelhead individuals

[Table A-25 Dixon and Massey, 1951]

Passage time (minutes)
Species Date Fishway No. intype 1 sample

Lowerlimit Median Upper
limit

Chinook:
~~::~~~~==:===== === ====== =========== ==== ========= ==== }APrill6-2L ._ {
6~;troi====: ======= =============== ==================== }May 15-16_------ --- -- ---- -- --- --- {
6~~troi=============== ================================ }April ~May 7 -- -- --.----- -- {
6~;troi==============================================: }Ma

y
31-June 7---------------.---- { .

6~~iroC============================================ }June 12-July 9_ ----.-----------.-- {Sockeye:
6~~\-roi: ============ :=======:===================== == == }JulY 12-18...---- --- -- -- --- ---- --.- {
6~~troi============= ::=== == :============ ===== :== :== === }June 13-July 9_ ------- --- ---- -----{Steelbead:
6~~troi=========:=========:==:=========:====:=====:=== }APril ~May 7 {
6~~\;:oi===:=========:================================= }Ma

y
31-June 6 {

6~~troC :====== :==== ====== ========= ======= :======= == }June 12-July 9_ -------- -- ------ -- - {

1 38 12.53 17.22 29.46
1 52 8.58 14.18 18.30

2 1 13 3.47 6.23 24.731 10 8.15 12.68 70.08
'I B 69 4.65 6.22 9.021 39 7.82 12.97 17.752 74 7.33 9.88 12.031 56 10.50 13.80 16.883 46 9.73 15.10 31. 371 68 6.90 10.26 12.37

2 111 1.20 1. 40 1.901 72 11.45 14.66 16.433 65 7.85 12.30 15.421 82 7.53 9.28 9.83
'IB 10 5.90 11.26 15.081 15 5.35 11.88 18.552 8 4.12 9.98 28.971 6 2.42 10.04 15.173 33 2.95 6.68 11.221 29 2.38 6.48 8.87

1 See table 1.
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2 The Dalles-type weir crests installed.
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these releases. This factor was not present during
individual and group releases.

RESULTS

I: 16-SLOPE, l.O-FOOT RISE

Before attempting to determine the effect of
slope on the rate of passage of salmonids, we
designed an experiment to determine whether
passage times were the same in both channels of
the experimental flume. If passage times were
equal, then any difference found after slope had
been altered could be attributed to factors result
ing from the difference in slope. Two conventional
1:16-slope fishways with a 1.0-foot rise between
pools were installed, one in each channel (fig. 9),
and a series of tests, using individuals, groups,
and mass releases, were conducted. Results are
based mainly on chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawyts-

cha) , the dominant species in the fish run at the
time the tests were conducted.

Thirty-eight individual chinook were tested in
the north fishway and 52 in the south fishway.
The median passage time was 17.22 minutes in
the north fishway and 14.18 minutes in the south.
Although the median time was slightly less in the
south fishway, it was not significantly so.

Five groups of 21 chinook were timed in their
passage through each fishway. The median
elapsed passage times are given in table 3. A t
test on the mean of the median elapsed times
indicated there was no significant difference
between the passage times in the two fishways.

The results of two mass releases comprised
mainly of chinook (table 4) were similar to the
individual and group tests which indicated that
no difference existed between passage times in the
two fishways.

FIGURE. 9-Identical type-l fishways used to test for equal passage times in the north (on the left) and south
channels. The mercury-vapor lamps were removed to provide an unobstructed view of the fishways.
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TABLE 3.-Median elapsed passage times of fj groups of 21
chinook in two type-1 fishways, Apr. 23-26, 1957

TABLE 4.-Median elapsed passage times and species com
position 1 of two mass releases in two type-1 fishways, Apr.
19 and 26, 1957

North fishway South fishway

Date Species composition Median Species composition Median
elapsed elapsed

time time
Chinook Steelhead Chinook Steelbead

----------------------
Number Number Minutes Number Number Minutes

Apr. 19... _. 61 18 29.53 68 6 33.87
Apr. 26..... 111 10 34.55 132 10 29.51

------------------
Mean. ---------- ---------- 32.04 ---------- ---------- 31. 69

South
fisbway

Minutes
18.17
24.78
12.92
16.75
23.41

19.22

North
fish way

Minutes
17.80
13.02
18.68
15.43
26.11

18.21

Date

t .617
P >.05

1: 8-SLOPE 1.0- FOOT RISE 1 Species identification was made as fish left the fishway at weir 60.

Apr. 23 · _ . ._ .
Apr. 24 __.._._. _._. . . __ .
Apr. 25_ .

Do .. _ .
Apr. 26 _ _. . . .. ._ .

1---·1----Mean...._.._.•. . ....

Since the two sides (north and south) must be
considered uniform on the basis of the tests, the
1: 16-s1ope fishway in the north channel was re
moved and a 1: 8-s1ope fishway with a 1.0-foot
rise between pools (type 2) was installed (fig. 10).
The south fishway was left unchanged to be used
as the control fi$hway. Table 1 gives comparisons
of the physical characteristics of the two fishways.

Chinook

Seventy-four individual chinook were timed in
the test fishway and 56 in the control fishway from
May 31 to June 7. The median passage times
were 9.88 and 14.00 minutes, respectively. A
table of confidence intervals for the median indi
cates that the passage time was significantly less
in the test fishway.

FIGURE lO.-A type-2 fishway on the left and a type-Ion the right. Note the greater turbulence in the type-2 fishway.
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----------1------------

TABLE' 5.-Median elapsed and mean passage times of 4
gr01'pS of 21 chinook timed in type 2 and type-1 jishways,
May 29 and June 5, 1957

Min.lltt, lI.finule,
May29__________________________ 11.37 12.33

00 .________________ 15.08. 14. no
00___________________________ 19.57 19.19

June 5' _

Median elapsed
time

Date
Test type-2 fishway Control type-1 Oshway

Chinook Stcelhead Other' Chinook Stee!head Other'

------ ---------
NumlMr Numlnr NumlMr Number Number NumberMay 29____ 65 3 -------iil- 36 2 1June 3_____ 35 1 39 4 7June 5_____ 13 2 8 37 1 2June 6_____ 40 1 2 4S 3 2

00_..___ 67 1 ------- -i- 88 4 1June 7_____ 33 ---------- 29 2 1

TABLE 7.-Spedes com'[Jollition I of mass releases tested in
type :8 and type-1 jishlOays, May 29 to June 7, 1957

Control
type-1

OsJjway

Mean time

Test
type-2

Osh",-ay

Aiinule, Minta"
S. 28 18.70

20.20 19.05
17.73 15.27
17.79 13.05

Control
tYPl'-1

t1sJjway

Test
type-2

Osliway

Date

Mcan______________________ 15.34 15.37 16.00 16.52 , Species Identlflcatlon was made a~ fl~h left tbe flshway at well' 60.
• Mostly sockers (Cal08lomue ,p.) and sqoawflsh (P1gcllorll,au, ,p.).

Mean___ __ __ ____ _ ______ 18.01 15. 48

t .962
P >.05

TABLE 6.-Median elaplled times of six mass releases tested
in type 2 and type-1 jishways, May 29 'to June 7, 1957

t .001 .299
P >.05 >.05

, Median elapsed times were not used because entry period exceeded 1hour.
cant difference between passage times in the two
fishways.

Sockeye

Tests were conducted on individual soc-keye,
(Columbia River blueback) from July 12 tb,rough
July 18. A scar~ity of t.his species at this time
precluded the use of group or mass releases for

, comparative purposes. Seventy-two sockeye were
timed in the control fishway and 111 in the test
fishway. The median ti;llles were 14.66 minut.es
and 1.40 minutes, respectively. Based ';9n the
confidence intervals about the medians, ti'::'signifi
eantly faster ascent was achieved in tpe test
fishway than in the control. Note the '-s"triking
diPerences in passage times between the two
fishways. This diffeJ"ence was also apparen~ in
the ,mean passage times '(5.98 minutes in: :the test
compared to 16.06 minutes in the controlyr

This rapid passage tiple in the test fishway gives '
rise to several questions. Would these fish react
the same way in a longer fishway surmounting a
dam? pould' they continue at, the same rate in
a longer fishway, and if so, would this impair
their ability t.o reach the upriver areas 'and spawn?
Examination of these questions will be undertaken
in future experiments.

Steelhead

Only 14 individuals were tested during May 31
to June 6, eight in the test fishway and six in the
control fishway. The median times based on
these small samples are 9.98 and 10.04 minutes
respectively, indicating no difference between
passage times.

Four mass releases were made in which steelhead
comprised the principal species passed (table 8).

The median elapsed times in the test and control
fishways are given in table 9. A t test on the

Minta..
11.18
10.89
18. 67
22.48
17.13
12.52

Control
type-l

Oshway

Test·
type-2

Oshway

Minutee
12.76
15. ill
23.42
21.00
21.47
13.M

. Date

May 29 _
June 3 ~ _
Jone 5 _
June 6. _

00 _
June 7 . _

of these releases is given in table 7. A t test on
the means of the median times indicated there was
no significant difference between the passage times
in the test and control fishways.

At the present time, we cannot offer an explana
tion for the difference between results obtained
from individual chiIiook passage times and chinook
released as a group and those released en masse.
Individual passage times were significantly less
in the test fishway than in the control fishway,
but group and mass releases indicated no signifi-

A comparison of the median elapsed and mean
passage times of four groups of 21 chinook timed
through the test and control fishways is given in
table 5. A t test on the means of the median
elapsed times indicated theJ'e was no significant
difference between passage times in the two fish
ways. Likewise, an analysis on the means,of the
mean passage times gave siniilar results.

A comparison of the median elapsed passage
times of six mass releases comprised chiefly of
chinook salmon timed through the test and c.ontrol
,fishways is given in table 6. Species composition
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----------1-------------

TABLE IO.-Median elapsed and mean passage times (min
utes) of seven groups oj 21 chinook tested in type-3 and
type-l fishways, June 13-19, 1957 .

June 13_ _ 18.65 10.58 24.16 15.03
June 13 ,_________________________ 29.96 9.74
June 14__________________________ 20.19 10.18 48.47 21. 21
June 18 . !__ 20.91 10.80 33.38 10.76

00___________________________ 17.40 13.25 37.23 10.02
June 19 :___________ 18.28 16.05 17.79 14.76

Do ~___________________ 15.65 12.96 17.81 19.26

12. 30 . 2Il. 83 14.40

Control,
type-1

IIshway

Test,
type-3

IIshway

Mean time

Control,
type-1

fishway

Median elapsed
time

Test,
type-3

IIshway

Date

Mean______________________ 18.51

Test tyPt'-2 fish way Control type-1 fishway

Date
Chi- Steel- Sock- Other • Chi- Steel- Sock- Other a
nook head eye nook head eye

--------------
Nu.n- Num- Num- Num- Nu.",- Num- Num- Num-

ber ber ber ber ber ber btr ~l7

July 15____________ 111 173 9 16 39 115 . 6 4July 16____________ as 114

1

10 3 24 SO 7 2
July 17____________ 42 85 7 12 77 8 3July 18____________

:l5 III 12 6 9 67 3 2

I Species identifieatlon was made as fish left the fishway at weir 60.
a Carp (C'!Iprinur sp.), squswfish (Ptf/Chochti/ur sP.), and suckers (Calor·

lomur rp.).

TABLE S.-Species composition J of Jour m.ass relea/les timed
through type-:8 and type-l jishways, J·uly 15-18, 1957

TABLE 9.-Median elapsed times oj Jour mass release8 timed
through type-2 and typp.-l jishways,July 15-18, 1957 .

I 6.065 3.405
P <.05 <.05

I Median elapsed times were not used because entry period exceeded 1hour.

I 4.492
P <.05

20.72
17.36
11.05
23:01

Control
type-1

IIshway

Test
Date type-3

flshway

June 12 ._______________ 23.85
June 13 • • .__ 18.46
June 19 • • • ._ 25.75
July L • .________ 27.97

I 1.798
P >.05

Mean•• •• ._•• • __••• 24.01 18.04

I Specles identification was made as flab left the IIshwa.y at weir 60.

TABLE 12.-Median elapsed times (minutes) oj Jour masll
r.eleases tested in type-3 and type-l jishways, June lie to
July 1, 1957

TABLE It.-Species composition 1 ojJour maSR releases pass
ing through type-3 a!td type-l fishways, J.une 12 to July 1,
1957

time of the controls (10.26 minutes). Although
there was approximately a '5-minute difference in
passage times, this was not statistically significant.

The means of the median elapsed and tpe mean
passage times for seven groups of 21 chinook are
given in 'table 10. 'A t test on the means of the
median elapsed times indicated that passage in the
test fishway was significantly slower than in the
control fishway. A similar analysis on the means
of the mean passage ti.ri.les gave the same results.

Four mass releases, containing a preponderance
of chinook, were made in the test and control
fishways. Species composition for these releases
are presented in table 11. Table 12 gi.ves the

Test type-3 fishway Control type-1 fisbwllY
Date

Chinook Steelbead SocJl:eye Chinook Steelhead Sockeye

---------------
Number Number Number Number Number Number

June 12_____ 44 3 ---------- 49 5 ---_ ..-----June 13_____ 22 --------3- --------3- 31 4 --------i2June 19_____ 79 116 18
July L_. ___ 24 8 9 42 14 14

Control, .
type-!

fishwa.y

8.11 13.35

Test,
type-2

IIsliwa.y

Minuler Minuter
8.98 16.02
9.22 11.59
7.75 12.23
6.50 13.75

Date

July 15 • _

i~l~ U::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::------Mean _

means of the median elapsed times for the two
fishways' indicated that the passage time through
the test fishway was significantly less. This
agrees with the conclusion drawn fron, research
in 1956 (Gauley, 1960); groups of 20 steelhead
ascended a simila,r test fishway in less time than
they did the control fishway..

1:8-SLOPE, 1.5-FOOT RISE

In the following series of experiments the 1:8
slope fishway was modified to the condition
employing 12-foot pools with a 1.5-foot rise be
tween pools (type 3). It should be noted that an
increase in rise between pools changes the flow
over the weirs; water velocity increases, and
water depth decrease£,1. The control fishway re
mained unchanged (type 1). 'The two fishways
are illustrated in figure 11.

Chinook

Individual passage times for two periods (June
.12-20 and June 28 to July 9) were ('.()mbined to
provide a larger sample. This combination allows
comparison 'of 46 individuals in the test fishway
and 68 in the control fishway. The median
time of chinook in the test fishway trials (15.10
minutes) was 5 minutes greater than the median
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FIGURE 1l.-A type-3 flshway (left) and a type-l fishway (right).

median elapsed times for four releases in the test
and control fishways. In each of the four releases
the passage time was greater in the test fishway
but a t test on the means of the median elapsed
times indicated no significant difference between
passage times in the two fishways. Here, as was
also the case with· individual chinook, passage
times in the test fishway (type 3) were greater
than in the control fishway (type 1) but not
significantly so.

Sockeye

Passage times of individual sockeye for the two
periods June 13-20 and June 28 to July 9 were
combined into a single sample as was done for
chinook. The median passage time of 66 sockeye
in the test fishway was 12.30 minutes while in the
control fishway the median time of 82 sockeye
was 9.28 minutes. Although the median time in
the test fishway was greater by 3 minutes, there

FISHWAY SLOPES

was no significant difference between the passage
times in the two fishways.

The median and mean passage times of five
groups of sockeye are presented in table 13.
Although the passage time was consistently
greater in the test fishway, a t test on the means
of the median elapsed times indicated there was
no significant difference between passage times in
the two fishways. A similar analysis on the means
of the mean passage time gave the same results.

Steelhead

These tests comprised only the passages of indi
vidual fish. No group or mass releases were made.
The passage time for the two periods June 12-20
and June 28 to July 9 were combined. The
median passage times of 33 individuals in the test
fishway and 29 in the control fishway were 6.68
minutes and 6.48 minutes, respectively. A com
parison of these times indicated there was no-
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TABLE 13.-Mettian elap8ed and mean pa88age time8 (min
ute8) of jive group8 of Sl 80ckeye te8ted in type-3 and type-J
jishwaY8, July 3-10, 1967

Medisn elapsed
time

Meantime

The Dalles-Type Weir Crests

The Dalles-type weir crests (fig. 12) were in
stalled in the south fishway in conjunction with
other studies. This installation made possible the
comparison of the fish-passing ability of this type
of weir crest with the conventional square weir
crests in the north fishway.2 Chinook and steel-

Control
type·l

f1shw8Y

Test
type-3

f!shway

Control
type-l

fisbway

Test
type-3

f!shway

Date

significant difference in the passage time of steel
head in the test (type 3) fishway and the control
(type 1) fishway. Previous experiments by Gauley
(1960) yielded similar results.

Other Fish

At certain times during the summer fairly large
numbers of carp, squawfish, and suckers ascend
the Bonneville fishways. It is desirable to know
how these species respond to different fishway
conditions,

A mass release of June 18 contained a large
pere-entage of squarish and suckers. A total of
269 fish entel'ed the control fishway, and approxi-

.mately the same number passed through the flsh
way. These were identified as they passed out of
the fishway at weir 60. Of the 269 fish, 159 (59
percent) were nonsalmonids. In the test fishway,
of 196 entering, only 57 went out at weir 60. Of
the 57 fish, seven (12 percent) were nonsalmonids.
Assuming that' equal proportions of nonsalmonids
entered both fishways the suggestion is that the
1:8-slope fishway with a 1.5-foot rise between
pools inhibits the passage of squawfish and sucker~.

Other factors .affectin~passaie time

Throughout the course of experiments and dur
ing the analysis of data on fishway passage times,
it became apparent that factors other than fishwav
slope might have affected the passage time ~f
salmonids through a given fishway. .The supple
mentllxy nature of data concerning these factors
preclude a thorough analysis. Numerous factors
were considered, but to· date only three-(l) the
Dalles-type weir crest, (2) seasonal variation, and
(3) rise between pools-have yielded enough

'information for a brief discussion.

2 Here, the Dalles-type weir crest Is a sharp crested weir sud the square
weir crest is ooDsldered a brosd crested weir. Witb eqllal heads on both weir
types, tbe flow over tbe sharp crested weir will be approximately 10 percent
greater.

FIGURE 12.-Cross section view of the Dalles-type weir
crest.

head individuals were timed through type-l and
type-I, B (fig. 13), fishways.. (See table 1 for
fishway dime.nsions.)

Three comparisons between the two weir crests
and two fishway types, given in table 14, indicate
the following with respect to chinook passage:

, Case I-chinook moved faster in a 11.5-foot-wide
fishway having Dalles-type weir crests t.han in a
sinlilar fishway having square weir crests; Case·
2-chinook moved faster in a 4-foot-wide fishway
having Dalles-type w,eir crests than in a fishway
11.5 feet, wide having square weir crests; Case 3-

. there was no difference between chinook pas~age
times in the wide and narrow fishways with the
Dalles-type weir crest. Thus, in case 2, the ae-

7"

FLOW17.19 15.20 25.99 9.64
25.50 9.09 17.75 16.02
15.25 16.19 25.39 18.05
16. 72 12.56 14.27 12.12
37.10 25.78 34.88 25.80------ ------
22. 35 15.76 23.66 16.33

t 1.330 1.615
P >.00 >.00

July 3 _
July 5 • _
July 8 • _
July g • _
July 10 ~. : __ "__ • _

Meo.n • _
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FIGURE 13.-The type-I, B-fishway (extreme right), created by installing a partition wall in a type-l fishway.

The Dalles-type weir crest appeared to be more
advantageous for chinook passage than the square
type crest. Perhaps this is due to the greater
flow of water over the sharp-crested weir, the
oblique plane of the weir crest, or a combination
of factors. The fact that steelhead were not ac
celerated by the Dalles-type crest suggests that
some difference in species or size may affect an
individual's ability to negotiate weir crests of
different designs.,
Seasonal Variation

Previous experiments in 1956 (Gauley, 1960)
indicated there was a seasonal variation in passage
time of steelhead through the control fishway.
In the recent experiments, chinook and sockeye
were examined to determrne if this were also true
for these species. Only passage times in the
type-l (control) fishway were used as this fishway
was not altered and provided for passage time
comparisons during most of the season.

8
3
5
2
3
2

Case Fisbway type Sample Lower Median Upper
size limit limit

-----
Number Min- Min- Min-

oj fish utes utes utes
1 Type I, square crests_______ 10 8.15 12.68 70.0

Type I, Dalles crests________ 13 3.47 6.23 24.7
2 Type I, square crests.______ 39 7.82 12.97 17.7

Type 1 B, Dalles crests_____ 69 4.65 6.22 9.0
3 Type I, Dalles crests_______ 13 3.47 . 6.23 24.7

Type rB, Dalles crests_____ 69 4.65 6.22 9.0

TABLE 14.-Comparisons between the Dalles-type and. square
type weir crests using individual chinook passage tzmes 2n
type-1 and type-1 B fishways, Apr. 29 to May 16, 1967

celerated passage of chinook in the type-I, B
fishway appears to have been a function of the
Dalles-type weir crests rather than fishway width.

By contrast, a comparison between the passage
times of 10 steelhead in a type-I, B fishway having
Dalles-type weir crests and 15 steelhead in a
type-l fishway having square crests, showed no

.difference between the median passage times in
the two fishways.
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FIGURE 15.-The variation .bej;ween median passage times
(round dots) of sockeye individuals in. the first half and
the last half of the run passing Bonnevillt' Dam. The
run (solid line) is represented by the daily counts in the
Washington shore ladder, 1957. (Daily 'sockeye count
obtained fro~ <::orps of Engineers.) ."

TABLE 16.-Median elapsed times (minutes) of groupll of
cMnook tested in:a type-l jishway during three periods,
Apr. :B3 to' June. 19, 1957
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FIGURE l4.-The variation in median passage times
(round dots) of chinook individuals during three seg
ments of the run passing Bonneville Dam. The run
tsolid line) is represented by the daily counts in the
Washington shore ladder, 1957. (Daily chinook count
obtained from Corps of Engineers.) -

Individual p~ssage times were used to compare
three periods of chinook migration; April 16 to
May 7, May 31 to June 7, and June 12 to July 9,
corresponding roughly to the spring run, an inter
mediate peak, and the summer ~un (fig. 14). The

19.22 14.76

median passage times presented in table 15 indi
cate that individual chinook in the summer period
(June 12 to July 9) moved significantly faster than
during the other two periods. Mean _

18.17
24.78
12.92
16. 75
23.41

12.33
14.60
19.19
12.90

10.68
17.61
10.18
10.80
13.25
16.05
12.96

13. 06

Date Sample Lower Median Upper
size limit limit

---------
Number
offish :Minutes Minutes Mintltes

June 13-July 5___________________ 73 6.00 9.22 11.58July 8-18_________________________ 80 11. 28 14.30 16.28

significantly faster than those in the last part of
the run.

TABLE 17.-Med-ian passage times of two groupll of sockeye
tested in a type-l fishway during June l.'3-July 18, 1957

Rise Between Pools

Research on a 1: 8-slope fishway by Gauley
(1960) indicated a dil'ec.t relationship between
magnitude of rise between pools and passage
time. Recent supporting evidenc.e was found by
comparing passage times of chinook and sockeye
in the 1:8-slope' fishway with 1.0- and 1.5-foot
rises, respectively.

The median passage times of sockeye individuals
timed through type-2 and type-3 fishways are
given in table 18. A comparison of these times
showed that the passage time was significantly

5
88
7

Group releases of chinook revealed basically the
same result. An analysis of variance on the
means of the median elapsed times (table 16)
showed a significant difference between the means
of the three periods.

Passage times of individual sockeye in a type-l
fishway are available for comparison throughout
most of the run. For analysis, the passage times
were divided into two groups: June 13 to July 5
and July 8-18, representing the first and last half
of the soc.keye run (fig. 15). A c.omparison of the
median passage times presented in 1(able 17 indi
cates that fish in the first part of the ruil were

'rABLE 15.-Median passage times of chinook tested y'n a
type-l ·jishway during three periods, Apr. 16 to July 9,
1957

Date Sample Lower Median Upper
size limit limit

------
Number
of fish lI/illutes Minutes lIfinlltesApr. 16-May 7___________________ 129 11.60 15.90 17.7May 31-Julle 7___________________ 56 10,50 13.80 16.June 12-July 9___________________ 68 6.90 10.26 12.3
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T ABLE 18.~Median passage times of sockeye and chinook individuals ascending 1: 8-slope fishways with a 1.5-foot rise (type-3
. fishway) a~d a l-foot rise (type-S fishway) between pools

[Passage times In the respective control tlshways are Included]

Test 1: S-slope Control 1:16-slope

Species Date
Rise SaJ.l:lple Lower Median Upper Rise Sample Lower Median Upper

size limit limit size limit limit

---------------------------
Number Niimber

Feet of fi,h Minute. J.finutBB Minute, Feet Of filh Mlnutu J.fin-utBB lIfin-utBBSockeye_____________ {June 17-July 9______________ 1.5 65 7.85 12. 30 15.42 1.0 82 7.53 9.28 9.83July 12-18_._________________ 1.0 111 1.20 1. 40 1.00 1.0 72 11.45 14.66 16.43Chlnook________._.__ IJune 12-July 9______________ 1.5 46 9.73 15.10 31. 37 1.0 68 6.90 10.26 12.37lMay 31-June 7______________ 1.0 74 7.33 9.88 12.03 1.0 56 10.50 13.80 16.88

less.in a fishway having a 1.0-foot rise than in a
fishway having a 1..5-foot rise. Comparative
times given for passage through the control
fi~hway suggest that the differences. due to rise
would have been even more pronounced, if seasonal
variation had been taken into account.

The median passage times of chinook individuals
in type-2 and type-3 fishways are also presented
i:p. table 18. Chinook ascending the type-2 fish
way were faster than those ascending the type-3
fishway but not significantly. so. Again com
paring passage _times in the control fishway, the·
difference would have been more pronounced if
seasonal variation had been considered.

SUMMARY

The effects of fishway slope on the ~ate of pas
sage .of chinook, sockeye, and steelhead were
studied at the Fisheries-Engineering Research
Laboratory at Bonneville Dam, by comparing
passage times of salmonids through two fishways
with different slopes-a 1:8-s10pe test fishway and
a 1:16-s10pe control fishway. Both fishways were
pool-and-overfall type without submerged orifices,
attaining a total gain in elevation of 6 feet. Pas
sage times of individuals, groups, and mass re
leases were used to compare fishway slopes an,d
incidental factors.

A comparison of passage times between the 1:8
slope test fishway with a 1.0-foot rise between pools
and the 1:16-s10pe control fishway with a 1.0-foot
rise between pools demonstrates that chinook,
sockeye, and steelhead ascended the test fishway.
at a faster rate than the control fishway;. The
passage times, however, were not always signifi
cantly fas~r.

When the rise between pools in the test fishway
was increased to 1.5 feet, there was a correspond-

FISHWAY SLOPES

ing increase in passage time. Most of the
chinook, sockeye, and steelhead ascended the
test fishway at aslower rate than the control fish
way but only chinook groups were significantly
slower.

Three incidental factors affected passage time:
(1) weir crest design, (2) seasonal variation, and
(3) rise between pools. Tests in the 1:·16-s10pe
fishway with Dalles-type weir crests and square
weir crests showed chinook ascended the Dalles
crest faste! while steelhead ascents were about the
same for both weir crest designs. A significant
seasonal .variation in passage times through fish
ways occurre<i"within the respective chinook and
sockeye salmon migrations. Chinook in the
summer run were significantly faster than indi
viduals in the spring run while the first half of the
sockeye run was significantly faster than the last
half. The median passage time of chinook and
sockeye in· a 1:8-s10pe fishway having a1.0 foot
rise between pools was significantly less than in the
same fishway having a 1.5-foot rise between pools.
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